ABSTRACT
As demands for memory-intensive applications continue to grow, the memory capacity of each computing node is expected to grow at a similar pace. In high-performance computing (HPC) systems, the memory capacity per compute node is decided upon the most demanding application that would likely run on such system, and hence the average capacity per node in future HPC systems is expected to grow significantly. However, since HPC systems run many applications with different capacity demands, a large percentage of the overall memory capacity will likely be underutilized; memory modules can be thought of as private memory for its corresponding computing node. Thus, as HPC systems are moving towards the exascale era, a better utilization of memory is strongly desired. Moreover, upgrading memory system requires significant efforts. Fortunately, disaggregated memory systems promise better utilization by defining regions of global memory, typically referred to as memory blades, which can be accessed by all computing nodes in the system, thus achieving much better utilization.

Disaggregated memory systems are expected to be built using dense, power-efficient memory technologies. Thus, emerging non-volatile memories (NVMs) are placing themselves as the main building blocks for such systems. However, NVMs are slower than DRAM. Therefore, it is expected that each computing node would have a small local memory that is based on either HBM or DRAM, whereas a large shared NVM memory would be accessible by all nodes. Managing such system with global and local memory requires a novel hardware/software co-design to initiate page migration between global and local memory to maximize performance while enabling access to huge shared memory. In this paper we provide support to migrate pages, investigate such memory management aspects and the major system-level aspects that can affect design decisions in disaggregated NVM systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Heterogeneous (hybrid) systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computing systems with disaggregated memories are being explored as a promising research direction for building future exascale-class computing systems, The Machine project by HP Labs [9, 19]. As many modern applications require large memory allocations in addition to large data sets, scaling memory capacities is becoming a progressively more challenging design requirement. Meanwhile, DRAM technology is proving challenging to scale to a level that copes with the large capacity demands. Moreover, the high idle-power of DRAM requires an expensive cooling infrastructure and excessive operational costs (electric bills). Thus, deploying DRAM in orders of terabytes or petabytes for data centers incurs significant power and cooling costs. Thus, emerging non-volatile memories (NVMs), e.g., Intel’s and Micron’s 3D X-Point [17], are expected to be the main building block for such systems due to their low idle-power, high speed and scalability.
Disaggregated memory systems differ from conventional computing systems in that memory modules are no longer closely coupled with computing nodes [6, 31], Figure 1. In current High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems, each computing node has a memory module attached to the processor socket directly within the same blade [25], Figure 1a. The major issue of such conventional schemes is that memory modules are only utilized by the co-located computing node, which can leave large percentage of memory underutilized; each node is agnostic to the rest of the system, and thus its memory cannot be utilized efficiently by other nodes [24]. In contrast, disaggregated memory enables fluid division of the shared memory resource among all nodes resulting in a highly scalable system, yet cost efficient, Figure 1b. Finally, upgrading and migrating the memory system would require much less efforts when all memory modules are placed in one central blade, typically called memory blade, as in disaggregated memory systems.

The key enablers for disaggregated memory systems are fast interconnecting interfaces and technologies, e.g., GenZ [11] and CCIX [10], in addition to scalable, dense and ultra-low power memory devices such as emerging NVMs. However, given the contention that results from memory sharing among nodes, proper management of the shared memory resource is a key design requirement. Moreover, since NVM is generally slower than DRAM, it is critical to identify which pages to migrate and when to migrate pages from the shared memory pool to the fast, but small, local memory (typically made out of DRAM). Thus, in this paper we focus on innovating mechanisms that enable efficient memory management scheme in disaggregated memory systems.

Managing disaggregated memory systems is particularly challenging due to the limited number of memory accesses visible to each node. Thus, a centralized scheme in the shared memory resource is more suitable. However, monitoring memory accesses at the shared memory level would require careful design and implementation due to its direct impact on overall system performance. Second, triggering page migrations between shared memory and local memory would require special handling to ensure invalidating the affected and possibly cached memory mappings on each node. Moreover, identifying when and how often to migrate pages from global memory to local memory is challenging due to many aspects: temporal reuse of page, cost of page migration, network latency and shared memory latency. All of these aspects together should be considered to determine if page migration is useful.

Unfortunately, the current literature lacks any detailed study that investigates the system-level aspects and memory management impact on disaggregated memory systems. A large body of research on memory management techniques focuses on a single node with different levels of memory technologies, with advancements in the memory controller for dynamic remapping for hot pages [34]. Other work focuses on hardware/software co-design aspects for enabling monitoring the popularity or "hotness" of each page through TLB structures augmented with counters [30]. Recent work investigates how to manage NVM when used as a swap space, i.e., memory extension [4]. The major difference between prior work and our work is that in disaggregated memory systems, memory management decisions should occur at the system level and account for network latency, global memory contentions, global memory latency and the necessary updates of system-level memory mappings. Such considerations pose a challenge on where and how to implement the memory management. For instance, should memory placement be handled by a global memory controller? How aggressively should we perform page migrations? How many pages should be migrated during each epoch, and, what page migration costs would still render page migration useful? While the objective is the same in any heterogeneous memory system work: migrate hot pages to the faster memory, the design aspects and usefulness of page migration strictly depend on the system architecture, memory architecture and memory technologies. Thus, designing and implementing memory management in disaggregated memory systems has its own unique challenges, conclusions and design guidelines. Moreover, most of the prior work either conclude their results based on trace-driven or analytical models [3, 30], or use real-system profiling where additional latency is added on each page fault [4], and, hence, are inapplicable to systems where global memory is directly accessible, i.e., not like a swap device. In contrast, in this paper, we use and provide a detailed cycle-level simulation model, which has been integrated with a best-of-class open-source simulation framework and is able to replicate the significant detail associated with the major system-level aspects that affect memory-management decisions.

In this paper, we systematically analyze the impact of various memory management aspects including TLB shootdowns, page migration latencies, page migration frequency and initiation mechanisms, and global memory latency, on the overall system performance for several applications. We identify what system configurations and parameters would make page migration more useful. Finally, we propose a novel page migration mechanism that relies on minimal hardware changes to track hot pages at the global memory, where such information can be periodically accessed by system software to initiate page migrations at defined epoch boundaries.

To evaluate our proposed memory management scheme, we use the Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST), a cycle-level architectural simulator that is widely used, based on open-source licensing and is publicly available. We use SST to model in detail page migration overhead, TLB shootdown latency, shared external interconnects, and global NVM memory. We simulate a prototype configuration of eight computing nodes that share a global memory. While disaggregated memory systems are expected to have hundreds of computing nodes, given the shared memory resource, simulating such large system can lead to many serialized events and hence will produce intractable simulation times. However, since memory-centric systems are likely to have groups of memory modules connected through high-speed memory networks, our simulation model captures instances where the computing node to memory module ratio would still be maintained throughout the system, e.g., 128 nodes would share 16 memory modules (8:1 ratio). Therefore, the same conclusions and insights would still apply. The only exception is for applications that actually share large percentages of data in the global memory, e.g., data analytics, where network contentions and hot spots can largely affect system performance. However, since our focus in this work is on HPC applications, where data sharing is limited, our conclusions still apply. Simulating hundreds (or maybe thousands) of nodes with a shared memory is likely impractical with the current state of detailed simulation models and beyond
the scope of this paper although we hope to return to extensions in this area in future work.

Our evaluation results reveal that for a system with unoptimized TLB shootdown costs, page migration latency, and memory-centric latency, applications do not benefit from page migration, since migrating pages to the relatively fast local memories is amortized by the costs of page migration and TLB shootdown. To mitigate this, we first investigate the impact of optimized TLB shootdown latency to understand to what level TLB shootdown cost is acceptable in disaggregated memory systems, i.e., the point on which such migrations no longer burden memory management. Later, we vary page migration latency and global memory latency to understand their impact on the effectiveness of memory management. Based on these investigations, we propose a novel mechanism that removes much of these overheads from the critical path. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose and discuss a novel memory management framework to enable direct-access for disaggregated memory systems. We discuss several hardware/software co-design aspects to enable our support.
- We thoroughly analyze the different system-level aspects that affect memory management decisions, and identify the bottlenecks and future opportunities.
- We thoroughly analyze counter-intuitive observations and discuss the pitfalls of common assumptions about memory management in disaggregated memory systems.
- We provide to the public a cycle-level simulation model that facilitates exploring memory management aspects in disaggregated memory systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background; Section 3 and Section 4 discuss the design and evaluation of our implementation and we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Since the topic of this paper focuses on disaggregated memory systems, in this section we briefly define our approach to building them. Later, we describe the process of page migration, a common memory management operation in heterogeneous memory systems. Finally, we discuss and motivate our paper by discussing the importance of analyzing disaggregated memory systems.

2.1 Disaggregated Memory Systems

Disaggregated memory systems are increasingly perceived as one of the most suitable design options for future HPC systems. In disaggregated memory systems, compute resources are decoupled from memory modules, i.e., some of the memory modules are removed from each compute node and then grouped together in memory blade(s) on a high-performance system-scale interconnect. Many users typically refer this fabric attached memory as a kind of global memory available to compute nodes running their application. As such, theoretically, compute nodes can access any memory location in such global/centralized memory blade(s), which enables efficient data sharing and better utilization of memory capacity. Moreover, such decoupling of memory modules from memory nodes, and relying on standard interconnect interfaces instead, can enable more flexible integration of heterogeneous compute nodes and units, e.g., accelerators and specialized compute units. In addition, new compute resources can be more flexibly added or removed as an organization’s workloads grow and flow over time.

Since disaggregated memory systems are most suitable for large memory capacities, dense non-volatile memories (NVMs) are generally assumed as the main building blocks of such memory systems. Unlike conventional DRAM, NVMs do not require frequent refresh operations, and hence have ultra-low idle power requirements [12, 13, 20, 27, 29, 39]. Moreover, NVMs enable persistent storage of files and data, and thus are more applicable for systems with a high degree of data sharing as in data analytics. Generally speaking, disaggregated memory systems are expected to have both global memory (which can be based on relatively slow NVM), and much smaller local memory (based on DRAM) which is coupled with each compute node.

While the benefits of disaggregated memory systems are typically presumed as directly applicable to HPC systems, we are not aware of any study on the impact of such a design when used in HPC environment. Features such as flexible upgrade, better utilization and easier system integration are generally obvious, however, the impact of memory contents and memory management in such systems are unclear. In particular, some of the most pressing questions are when and how to migrate pages from and to global memory, and, when to perform TLB shootdown operations which is a costly process that is required to maintain consistency of cached page table entries. Therefore, this paper serves as a detailed study that demonstrates the effects of such system aspects and thoroughly investigates novel mechanisms and memory management techniques to further improve the performance.

2.2 Page Migration

Moving frequently accessed pages from global memory to local memory would benefit both node and system overall performance, due to the reduced contention at the global memory and the fast response time of local memory. However, as system-level management deals with each node’s physical page mappings, it is an obvious task for system-level management to dynamically migrate hot pages to the local memories accessing them more frequently. While naively we can assume such pages can be identified at the start time of application and then migrated to local memory, the reality is that many challenges and application behaviors typically render such simple solutions ineffective. In particular, the dynamic nature and time-variable pages popularity (access frequency) render static solutions irrelevant. Moreover, given the limited capacity of local memory, an accurate and dynamic profiling of page behavior is needed, otherwise more popular pages may get evicted from local memory.

2.3 Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) Shootdown:

TLBs are fast caches that hold page table translations within each core. However, TLB coherence with the full system page table must be maintained explicitly through inter-core interrupts and explicit invalidation commands. When performing page migration, processor cores have to be stalled to invalidate page table entries in
respective TLB structures [1, 2]. The process of clearing stable page entries is called TLB shutdown [3] and can become an expensive operation.

![Figure 2: TLB shutdown process](image)

Figure 2 shows the process of TLB shutdown in disaggregated memory systems. The core, which invalidates the addresses, will update the page table entry (PTE) (1) and send a TLB shutdown request to the centralized memory manager (2). Centralized memory manager stalls all the other cores (3) and the stalled cores invalidate the copies of page table entry in their respective TLBs (4). After invalidating the TLB entries, the stalled cores send an acknowledgement request to the centralized memory manager and resume (5). When the centralized memory manager receives shutdown acknowledgements from all the cores, it resumes the shutdown of the initiating core (6). The entire TLB shutdown procedure consumes around 8us, on an average, in 8 core computing system [36].

### 2.4 Motivation

To understand the impact of disaggregated memory systems on performance, we need to analyze instructions per cycle (IPC) when varying the number of compute nodes. Since it is expected to have a fixed compute node to memory module ratio, we vary such ratio to understand the severity of possible contentions and the design space ranges that are possible. Note that within each memory blade, it is expected to deploy very fast on-node networks between groups of memory modules, and, as such memory networks are likely to feature relatively high on-node bandwidths. However, since our focus on this paper aims to understand the contention for specific memory sharing levels, we vary the number of nodes sharing global memory modules, selecting from 1, 2, 4 and 8 nodes per memory module. Such ratios reflect different workloads and allocation policies of a larger systems; a specific module in a larger system would likely have multiple nodes that access it frequently, however, a system memory allocation policy would try to limit such number of sharers by dividing global memory into memory pools where each pool corresponds to specific nodes.

Figure 3 shows performance of individual nodes in disaggregated memory systems and traditional systems, with NVM as memory for a range of HPC-relevant benchmarks (see Section 4 for additional discussion). As the number of nodes accessing global memory increase, the performance of the applications decreases due to more contention at global memory. We consider performance when global memory is not shared among multiple nodes (Disag-NVM-N1) as the optimal case (no contention) in disaggregated systems. As expected, the performance worsens when the number of nodes sharing global memory increases, e.g., 4 and 8 nodes. For instance, for a memory intensive workload like Lulesh, we can notice a decrease in the performance by 83.8% with 8 nodes normalized to no contention case. Meanwhile, some other workloads, which are less memory sensitive, e.g., NAS IS, encounter 39% slowdown when moving from 1 node to 8 nodes sharing the same memory module. As shown in Figure 3, the memory response time increases differently for each workload, mainly due to the variable levels of memory request rate and contention. Since memory access delays can be significant when multiple nodes access the global memory concurrently, effectively reducing such delays is a key design requirement for disaggregated memory systems. To reduce the memory access latency, pages can be migrated to the local memory when necessary, which can effectively reduce the contention as well. In this paper, we devise and analyze a memory management support which relies on dynamic page profiling and migration between global memory and local memory, and hence effectively improve overall system performance.

### 3 MEMORY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

In this section, we discuss our proposed memory management support for disaggregated NVM memory systems. Our scheme relies on page migration as a mechanism to enable more efficient page locality and data proximity to their most-accessing compute nodes. To design our memory management support, we start with identifying the answers for the following questions: (1) Which pages to migrate to local memory? (2) Which pages to select as victim pages, i.e., be evicted from local memory?

#### 3.1 Detecting Hot and Victim Pages

Pages that need to be migrated between the two levels of memory should be chosen carefully. Wrong selection of pages would degrade the performance of the application intensely. For instance, if a page in the local memory is accessed frequently and is migrated to the global memory, during the page migration process, the number of cycles to fetch the data of that page would be more. Apart from increasing the number of cycles to access frequently accessed data, a number of cycles would be wasted due to TLB shutdown. Hence
efficient page selection algorithms to migrate pages are required to improve the overall performance of the system. For detecting hot pages, we leverage a counter-based scheme, however, we use clock-based replacement policy to select victim pages, as discussed below.

**Page Insertion:** Page insertion techniques are used to detect hot pages in the global memory and migrate them to the local memory. We leverage on counter-based scheme to select the pages to insert in the local memory since counter based scheme is simple and accurate. In this scheme every page access is accounted and during the process of page migration, the page counters are traversed to find out the most frequently accessed pages. Page accesses are stored in page access count table (PACT) as shown in Figure 4. This policy, as it seems, is simple, but there are two important overheads that should be considered. **Hardware Requirements:** As each page requires a separate counter, the number of counters needed would be more for systems that have significant amount of memory, specifically in disaggregated memory systems. This needs tremendous amount of additional hardware. A solution to overcome this is to maintain a cache of counters in the global memory controller and a counter is fetched from the memory during the cache miss. 

**Traversal Delay:** The page counters, either maintained as hardware counters or as a cache has to be traversed to find out the most and least frequently accessed pages. The number of entries in PACT will be significantly high for the systems with huge memory and a moderate page size (4KB). If the number of entries in PACT is huge, it takes a while to traverse the table to find out the most frequently accessed pages. Although page accounting and page selection process for migration can be performed at the background, while the data is fetched from the memory, eventually it is a costly operation to traverse PACT. We address these two concerns by fixing the PACT size and replacing the least frequently accessed page with in PACT to make space for the new page and storing the least frequently accessed page counter data in the memory. This eliminates huge hardware requirements and reduces the delay in traversing PACT.

In disaggregated memory systems, multiple nodes access the global memory. Hence global memory should have the ability to distinguish requests from different nodes. The memory controller achieves this by extracting the node number from the request packet. In Figure 4, B is termed as hot page detector. Hot page detection is performed in three steps: 1) During serving a request the page number is extracted from the base address and the page count is incremented in PACT if the page entry is found. If the page entry is not found in PACT, an entry is created and is then incremented. 2) If the page counter is higher than the page migration threshold limit the page is copied to the *pages to be migrated table per node* (PMTn). Global memory controller has to maintain PMT for every node since each node will have different pages to migrate.

**Page Eviction:** Page eviction technique is used to detect victim pages to be migrated to the global memory from the local memory. Counter based eviction policy is widely used as a page replacement policy to migrate pages between main memory and the secondary memory. Least recently used pages are selected and are moved to the secondary memory. We extend this scheme for selecting least recently used local pages (victim pages) to be migrated to the global memory. In clock based page selection policy each page is referenced, A in Figure 4. But unlike counter based method, this policy maintains per page reference bit in the page table rather than a counter which requires 32 or 64 bits per page. If the reference bit of the page is set then it is considered as a page which is accessed recently and vice versa. Initially all the page references are reset and for every page access the reference bit is set to indicate that it is accessed recently. A reference pointer is utilized to traverse the page table to select the victim pages by verifying the page reference bit. The reference pointer traverses the page reference table until it finds a page that is not accessed recently. While traversing the page table, the page reference which is set is reset by the reference pointer and the traversal continues. To lessen the delay in finding out the victim page the page table is traversed until specific entries (200 in our case) and once it is reached, the victim page is chosen as the page pointed out by the reference pointer by default. Selecting victim pages is triggered by victim page eviction handler, D from Figure 4, during page migration epoch.

### 3.2 Performing Page Migration:

Centralized memory manager is required to maintain and allocate decoupled centralized memory. We used Opal [23] from SST[35] as a centralized memory manager. Opal is responsible for allocating memory to all the nodes without any conflicts. We extend Opal to perform page migration. For every *page_migration_epoch*, Opal communicates with the global memory controller and individual nodes to fetch pages that needs to migrate. Hot page insertion handler, C in Figure 4, fetches addresses of hot pages from the global memory controller. The global memory controller which already segregated pages to be migrated during hot page detection, sends the respective page addresses (page numbers), if any, to Opal after sorting the PMTn table to migrate the most frequently accessed pages first and then clears PACT and PMT to collect page counts for the next epoch interval. Victim page eviction handler, D from Figure 4, fetches local memory pages to be moved to the global memory, with the help of clock based eviction method. Once both hot and victim pages are fetched by Opal, TLB invalidation and TLB shootdown events along with pages addresses to be remapped are sent to the respective nodes involved in page migration, E from Figure 4. Nodes which do not have any pages to migrate are not interrupted. The page contents are swapped by Direct Memory Access (DMA), F from Figure 4, during TLB shootdown.

### 3.3 Sequence of Events:

The sequence of events are as follows: a) For every memory request pages are referenced at either the local node or at the global memory controller. If the memory request is to the local memory then the respective page is referenced in the page table of the local memory manager (A from Figure 4). If the memory request is to the global memory then the page access is counted at the global memory controller and hot pages are detected and stored in PMTn (B from Figure 4). b) Centralized memory manager, Opal, for every specific time interval, for instance 1M clock cycles, triggers the global memory and individual nodes to fetch hot and cold pages (C and D from Figure 4). c) Once Opal receives page addresses that has to be migrated, it triggers DMA to swap pages between global and local memory while TLB shootdown and TLB invalidation.
events are initiated to only those nodes which are involved in page migration (E and F from Figure 4).

3.4 Discussion:
Page migration does not always better the system. This depends on factors like frequency of page migration, number of pages migrating at a time, page migration threshold, TLB shootdown latency and page swapping delay.

It is also crucial to interpret at what frequency the page migration process should be performed. If the page migration is performed too often then most of the cycles would be wasted in migrating pages and TLB shootdowns. If the page migration is performed rarely then the advantage in migrating pages is lost since most frequently accessed pages would be migrated to local memory rarely during the lifetime of the application. Conventionally, various page migration schemes for different architectures talk about migrating one page during page migration process, while it is possible to migrate multiple pages at a time. The delay in migrating multiple pages is less compared to migrating single page. For instance, if we consider a 1us delay to swap contents of one page and if we assume a delay of 8us to invalidate TLB entries and update page table entry, the total delay to migrate one page is 9us. If pages are migrated one at a time then every time a single page is migrated, the computing units have to wait for 9us. If more pages are migrated at a time then only the page swapping delay (1us) per page will be added, which is effective. Page migration threshold is an other factor which has an impact on pages to migrate. If the migration threshold is less then the pages with very less accesses to global memory would be eligible to migrate. Also if the migration threshold is pretty high then the pages with very high accesses to global memory would not be eligible to migrate, which results in less page migrations. During TLB shootdown and page swapping, computing units are stalled and are not allowed to proceed until all the pages are swapped and all the TLB levels are invalidated. Hence it must be understood that it is vital to study the impact of these factors on page migration in disaggregated memory systems.

3.5 Overhead:
There are mainly three overheads associated with our design: 1) Hardware overhead: Global memory controller requires additional hardware for PACT and PMT. This overhead is minimal since PACT and PMT are fixed based on the number of pages to migrate. If we assume 100 pages to migrate at a time then each PMT (PMTn) should have a minimum of 100 entries and PACT should store a minimum of 800 entries, considering 8 nodes system. 2) Accounting overhead: Each page has to be accounted at the global memory whenever the page is accessed, which is in the critical path. This can be avoided from the critical path by performing such accounting in the background. 3) Page address transfer overhead: During the page migration, metadata like page addresses, are exchanged between centralized memory manager and global memory controller or local memory management units. This overhead is minimal since statistical data transfer would happen only during the page migration epoch and if the page migration epoch interval is high then the statistical data transfer would be minimum.

4 EVALUATION
To study page migration aspects in disaggregated memory, we used a model of a disaggregated system developed in the Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) [35]. SST has been proven to be one of the most reliable simulators for large-scale systems due to the scalability and modular design of its components. SST includes multiple (swappable) simulation modules for various components. A module called Opal [23] has been developed in SST to simulate centralized memory manager for disaggregated memory model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Simulation Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External network latency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lulesh [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimpleMoC [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennant [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miniFE [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS:IS [5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We simulated disaggregated memory system with 8 nodes. All the nodes run simultaneously with each node hosting a benchmark. Simulation parameters of our simulation environment are shown in Table 1. According to the table, 2 cores are used for each node and each core can serve up to 2 instructions per cycle. The clock
We modelled a combination of a threshold based method and clock. Each column represents the maximum 4 and 5 indicate results for migration epoch of 100K, 1M, 10M, 500 pages per epoch respectively. The top most frequently accessed epoch and columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 migrate a maximum of 10, 50, 100, 500 pages per epoch respectively. The top most frequently accessed graphs in each column of row 1 is 10K cycles. While rows 2, 3, 4 and 5 are known to provide memory accesses that are characteristic of larger codes. Applications along with their parameters are shown in Table 2. We decided upon these specific applications as these are known to provide memory accesses that are characteristic of larger codes. In most cases, their access patterns are memory-access intensive although the range of these accesses which is satisfied when a shared page is accessed more than 50 times in that epoch is very narrow and hence none of the pages would reach the required PMT, resulting in no page migration. Hence when the epoch size is small, 50 accesses is defined as high PMT irrespective of the number of maximum pages to migrate. When the epoch size is larger – 12 and 10M cycles – MiniFE benefits from page migration even if the PMT is beyond 50 accesses (4.6x, 1.33x, 1.45x and 1.44x for 10, 50, 100 and 500 maximum pages to migrate respectively with a migration epoch of 1M cycles). And the performance is normalized to 1 when PMT is set at 100 accesses. Therefore for MiniFE, a high PMT is defined as 50 accesses if epoch size is less and 100 accesses if epoch size is more.

4.1 Effect of Page Migration Parameters

We modelled a combination of a threshold based method and clock based approach to migrate pages from between centralized and private memory. As mentioned in Section 3, performance gains of using page migration is dependent on migration frequency (page migration epoch), the number of pages to migrate at a time and page migration threshold to detect a page requiring migration. Hence we vary these parameters and study the effect of them. Figure 5 shows normalized performance (IPC) results with respect to disaggregated memory system without page migration. The x-axis of each sub-graph indicates PMT at global memory which decides if the page is a hot page or not. For instance, an x-axis of 50 in each graph indicates that when a shared page is accessed more than 50 times in the current epoch, then that specific page is marked as a page to be migrated to the private memory and might get migrated to the local memory during the migration interval. We varied PMT from 10 to 100 accesses. Graphs in each row show results for a specific migration epoch. For example, the migration interval of graphs in each column of row 1 is 10K cycles. While rows 2, 3, 4 and 5 indicate results for migration epoch of 100K, 1M, 10M, 100M cycles respectively. Each column represents the maximum pages that can be migrated. For instance, results in column 1 are configured to migrate a maximum of 1 page for every migration epoch and columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 migrate a maximum of 10, 50, 100, 500 pages per epoch respectively. The top most frequently accessed pages are chosen if the number of pages to be migrated exceed maximum pages to be migrated per epoch.

We make the following observations by varying these parameters from Figure 5. If PMT is high, pages should be accessed frequently to count them as hot pages. On the other side if PMT is low, most of the pages would be counted as hot pages and there would be a pool of hot pages to choose from for migrating to local memory. Hence PMT decides the hotness of the pages. Therefore we divide our explanation into two parts: (1) High PMT (Pages are counted as hot pages if the frequency of page accesses is very high), and, (2) Low PMT (Pages are counted as hot pages if they are accessed less number of times).

High PMT: If PMT is high, a page should be accessed frequently to be counted as a hot page. In our results we observed that when the epoch size is small, 10K and 100K cycles (row 1 and 2), all the applications that we simulated, do not improve the performance when the page migration threshold is set to 50 accesses or beyond. This is because when the epoch length is small, the number of global memory pages getting accessed more than 50 times in that epoch is very narrow and hence none of the pages would reach the required PMT, resulting in no page migration. Hence when the epoch size is small, 50 accesses is defined as high PMT irrespective of the number of maximum pages to migrate. When the epoch size is larger – 12 and 10M cycles – MiniFE benefits from page migration even if the PMT is beyond 50 accesses (4.6x, 1.33x, 1.45x and 1.44x for 10, 50, 100 and 500 maximum pages to migrate respectively with a migration epoch of 1M cycles). And the performance is normalized to 1 when PMT is set at 100 accesses. Therefore for MiniFE, a high PMT is defined as 50 accesses if epoch size is less and 100 accesses if epoch size is more.

Low PMT: If PMT is low, most of the pages, if accessed regularly, are eligible to be counted as hot pages, hence many hot pages would be moved to local memory and improve the performance. It can be seen that apart from when only 1 page is allowed to migrate per epoch and when epoch interval is too high (100M cycles), we can observe performance improvement. If only one page is allowed to migrate per epoch, the cost of page migration, explained in 4.2, outweighs the benefits. Also if page migration epoch interval is too high, page migration frequency is very low which leads to no page migration. Hence there is no improvement in performance (row 5). There is improvement if the number of pages to migrate is 500, since even though the frequency is less, there are a higher number of pages able to be migrated. Although migrating 500 pages at a time is not practical, or at least is likely to present a significant migration cost, we show these results to see the variation in performance improvement. When the migration epoch size is less, 10T and 100T cycles, the benefits of page migration is nullified by page migration cost (row 1). Hence there is no improvement in performance for MiniFE. But for SimpleMoC and Pennant applications, the improvement is around 1.4x, 1.3x for 10, 50, 100 and 500 pages to migrate at maximum per epoch and is around 1.85x and 1.58x more for 10, 50, 100 and 500 pages to migrate at maximum per epoch with PMT of 10T and migration epoch of 10T and 100T cycles. For applications like NAS-IS the impact of page migration cost severely affects the performance. Performance degrades by 30% and 28% when PMT is at 10 and 30 accesses. As the epoch size increases from 10T to 100M the effect of page migration costs decreases as the

frequency of the cores is 2GHz, with each core configured to serve up to 100 million instructions of application execution during its HPC-relevant kernels. Three levels of cache are used, L1, L2, and L3, with sizes 32KB, 256KB and 16MB respectively and cache type is non-inclusive. Local memory is 256MB of DRAM memory on each node. Centralized memory is of an NVM type and configured to be 16GB, based on density compared to DRAM and number of nodes. Network latency is critical in disaggregated memory system. External network latency is 40ns, which has been modelled as public projections for a GenZ-enabled network.

Since our focus is on HPC applications we evaluated our design using 5 HPC-relevant mini-applications and benchmarks. Lulesh [22], a mini-app for unstructured hydrodynamics, Pennant [14] is an unstructured mesh physics mini-app designed for advanced architecture research, SimpleMoC [15] is a mini-app to demonstrate the performance characteristics and viability of the Method of Characteristics (MOC) in 3D neutron transport calculations in the context of full scale light water reactor simulation. The IS benchmark from the NASA Parallel Benchmark collection [5] is an integer sort kernel which performs efficient large-scale sorting operations. Finally, MiniFE [18] is a proxy application for unstructured implicit finite element codes. Applications along with their parameters are shown in Table 2.
frequency at which page migrations are performed is less. Hence the performance of the NAS-IS application is normalized to 1. As the epoch size is more 1M and 10M cycles the performance gain for SimpleMoC and Pennant applications diminishes. SimpleMoC achieves peak performance improvement of 2.08x, when migration epoch is 1M cycles and a maximum of 50 pages to migrate with a PMT of 10. MiniFE also benefits from page migration if the migration epoch is maintained at 1M and 10M cycles (1.4x more with PMT of 10, 30 and 50). The peak performance improvement can be noted when epoch interval is 10M cycles and a maximum of 500 pages to migrate with a PMT of either 10, 30 or 50 accesses (1.6x) but migrating 500 pages at once is not advisable. Due to space constraints, moving forward, we will only show the best possible cases for all the applications- PMT of 10 (low), 50 pages to migrate and the migration epoch interval of 10K, 100K and 1M cycles.

### 4.2 Page Migrations Costs

From the above observations it should be understood that intensive page migration leads to severe page migration costs. Page migration costs can be classified into three categories: (a) **Invalidating TLB units** - TLB shutdown latency: TLB shutdown latency can be...
reduced by using schemes like self-invalidating TLB’s [3]. (b) Swapping page content delay: While the pages are undergoing swapping, computing units might operate on yet to be swapped page. Since a batch of pages are undergoing swapping computing units which operate on these pages should halt. We call this page swapping delay. Usually pages are swapped with the help of DMA engines. To account for page swapping operation, we add an additional 1us latency in our experiments. Accordingly, page swapping cost increases by 1us for every page that gets migrated from central memory to local memory. If there are 50 pages to migrate then page swapping cost is 50us. This can be reduced by intuitively recording pending pages that will undergo swapping and performing page swapping atomically. That is, MMU units of each node decides if the address translation should proceed or not by checking if the page is marked and if the status of the page indicates that the page is undergoing swapping, the MMU waits till the swapping is done. If the page is not undergoing swapping but in the pending pages to be swapped list, MMU would proceed with the address translation without waiting. With this approach and with the help of atomic page swapping, page swapping delay can be completely nullified. (c) Cost to find pages to migrate: This is minimal since most of the work has been done while accounting for the page accesses in the background.

Leveraging on reducing page migration cost schemes, we intuitively evaluated page migration in disaggregated memory systems by varying TLB shutdown latency. Figure 6 shows the results for the best case configuration according to Figure 5, column with maximum number of page migrations at a time is 50 (column 3) and a PMT of 10 accesses, with varying TLB shutdown latency (8us to 1us) as shown on the x-axis. We optimistically choose a batch of 50 page to migrate at a time and nullified page swapping.

Figure 6: Performance improvement (normalized to no page migration) in disaggregated memory system with best possible cases. Migration epoch interval is 10T, 100T and 1M cycles with PMT of 10 accesses, 8us TLB shutdown latency, a maximum of 50 pages to migrate per epoch and per page migration delay(cost) of 1us per page.

4.3 Sensitivity to NVM’s Read/Write Latency

Centralized memory in disaggregated memory systems must meet several requirements. One of them is the ability to allocate memory to all nodes accessing it. NVM memory technology is a perfect candidate to fulfill such requirement as the density of NVM is much higher than DRAM [16]. On the other hand, NVMs are notorious for the high write latency compared to DRAM. And although that NVM’s read latency is much better than its write latency counterpart, it is still slower than the read latency of a typical DDR generation. We believe that read/write latency are crucial in the migration of pages to/from centralized memory. To this end, we studied page migration benefits by varying NVM read/write latency. We categorize NVM into 5 categories - very fast (read and write latency is 100 and 200ns), fast (read and write latency is 200 and 400ns), moderate (read and write latency is 300 and 600ns), slow (read and write latency is 400 and 800ns) and very slow (read and write latency is 500 and 1000ns).

We can intuitively expect that if the global memory is “fast”, then baseline scheme would perform just well without any page migration. On the other hand, if the global memory is “slow”, we expect page migration to optimize performance significantly versus...
the baseline of no page migration, as we reduce the number of “slow” memory accesses. To showcase this, and since the improvement due to page migration is evident for all applications when pages are migrated every 1M cycles, we use this as our migration epoch.

In Figure 7, ’r’ indicates read latency and ’w’ indicates write latency. For example (r:100, w:200) indicates NVM read latency of 100ns and write latency of 200ns. As the type of the NVM varies from very fast to very slow, the benefits of page migration is more clear. For instance performance gains due to page migration for SimpleMoC with very fast global memory is 1.78x and with very slow global memory the performance gain is 2.3x. For MiniFE and Pennant the improvement is around 1.25x to 1.48x when the global memory is varied from very fast to very slow. The improvement due to page migration for Lulesh application with very fast NVM as global memory is hardly 3%, however, when the global memory is very slow the performance gain reaches up to 18%.

5 RELATED WORK

A large body of prior art has investigated page migration in hybrid memory systems which proposes efficient way to migrate pages. Ramos et al. [34] proposed a multi-queue based approach to define the hotness and coldness of the pages. Wang [36] managed NVM at a super-page granularity by using a lightweight page migration. Wang also considered the utility of the migrating page. Yoon et al. [40] devised a policy that enables DRAM to cache pages which has high frequency of row buffer misses in NVM memory. CAMEO [8], PoM [37], Mempod [33] and BATMAN [7] discusses about the granularity and relaxations possible while swapping pages to maximize overall memory bandwidth. Other approaches [21, 28] involve both hardware and software. OS is utilized to identify hotness of the page. Page migration is explored in NUMA architectures [32]. These approaches depend on either compiler support or Linux kernel and leverage on counters for number of pages accesses. Lim et al. [26] proposed software-based prototype by extending the Xen hypervisor to emulate a disaggregated memory design wherein remote pages are swapped with local memory on-demand upon access, first touch policy. They also explored round-robin, clock and content based page placement policies to effectively manage the memory. Specifically content-based approach can be effectively utilized for page sharing.

Most of the previous schemes perform page swapping at a pre-defined time intervals and does not take time interval variation into consideration. Also Lim et al. [25, 26] implemented disaggregated memory design on Xen hypervisor. In this paper, we study and analyze different factors that impact the page migration benefits in disaggregated memory model using cycle-based simulation environment, SST. We introduce a new memory management scheme that leverages a combination of replacement policies, clock and counter based, to perform page migration. We understand that the page migration benefits are dependent on factors like PMT, migration interval, maximum number of pages to migrate per epoch, TLB shootdown and page swap delay. We vary these factors and study the effect of these parameters on the overall performance of the system. Also, we found that the type of memory used as global memory has an effect on page migration. Hence we analyzed page migration aspects under different global memory speeds.

6 CONCLUSION

Disaggregated memory systems is a promising future architecture which has the ability to impact future systems design. These memory architectures provide a path to solve current memory concerns in scalability, with the sharing of huge data sets such as social graphs, as well as complex scientific data-sets in HPC. The challenge associated with their design in an HPC context, is how to best utilize the resources of the system and balance these against the ever increasing demands to achieve better performance.

To this end, we have proposed a novel memory management scheme for disaggregated memory systems. As disaggregated memory systems support both local and shared memory, we identify hot pages in global memory and provide migration capabilities to local memory using a combination of threshold based and clock based policies. We provide insights into the impact of migrating pages at regular intervals, showing that the benefit of page migration is dependent on factors like page migration epoch, the maximum of number of pages to migrate at each epoch, whether a page migration threshold can be used to differentiate hot and cold pages as well as the costs associated with TLB shootdowns and page swapping delays. We evaluated 5 HPC-relevant applications and benchmarks to study the effect of these factors on page migration. We showed that Non-volatile Memory (NVM) is a feasible memory type to construct disaggregated memory model, and hence we studied the effect of NVM read/write latency on page migration in disaggregated memory systems. We show the best case improvement of up to 2.3x when page migration is applied on a disaggregated memory system with slow NVM as main memory.
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